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MANTRA

Bangle up is a French modern jewelry brand with a distinctive and 
unique signature look: enamel bracelets lined with fine gold and deco-

rated with pop colors and custom graphic prints. 

Our designs always try to link a free spirited, nomadic way of life with 
classic Parisian chic. 

Our bracelets can be worn individually to complete your look with a subt-
le splash of color or accumulated around your wrists for a maxi effect.

CREATIVE BANGLE
After six hours in the hands of careful and delicate craftsmen, 

bangles start their new journey on your wrists from where they’ll see the 
world. 

 
PARTNER-IN-BANGLE

It’s more than a bangle. It’s a perfect match, a crush, a lucky charm, a 
friendly present, a cherished jewel, a personal treasure.

 
NOMAD BANGLE

Your bangle will make you travel around the world with its infinite, evoca-
tive colors: SAFFRON YELLOW, NIGHT BLUE and WILD GREEN. 

The earth is round, right? Just like bangles everywhere.
 

SOLAR BANGLE
A thin bangle, a clasp bracelet, a cuff, a mix of the three, 

whether you are a girl, a daughter, a mother, a godmother, a cousin, 
feeling poetic, in love, pop, sincere, eternal…

Tell me which bangle you are wearing, I will tell you who you are...



INSPIRATION

A TALE OF SCANDINAVIA

As the sun rises, ZEF whizzes on her bike through 
the powder pink streets of Copenhagen.

SWANN, in her cosy workshop is munching on red velvet flowers.
BRUSH is painting away on sand white china, 

inspired by pop colored landscapes.
Hygge art of living

In a halo of velvet red light, 
LUCY is drawing streaks of Northern Lights.

SALOME in powder pink is feeling outdoorsy and dancing in the woods. 
With a heavy heart, VAPORETTO is trying to 

make up her mind between wolf green and night blue.

Deep red MERMAIDS are singing Andersen’s tales in a delft blue breath. 
They seduce us in JOY.

LUNE whispers discreetly to the black night of the North.
 

Gold and Silver brighten the Danish trilogy, 
24 hours have already gone by.

BANGLE & BOLLYSTUD are adorning our wrists.



BRUSH 

Cuff - 4 cm

Exclusive enamel print, available 
in: Dark red, Night blue

CUFF 95 EURO



VAPORETTO:

Bracelet - 2cm

Enamel duo, available in: 
Night blue, Wolf green 

BRACELET 75 EURO



MERMAID : 

Cuff - 4 cm
 

Exclusive enamel print, available 
in: Wolf green 

CUFF 95 EURO

MERMAID : 

Bracelet - 2 cm
 

Exclusive enamel print, available 
in: Wolf green 

BRACELET 75 EURO



LUCY: 

Bracelet - 2 cm

Textured enamel, available in: 
Night blue, Red velvet

& White sand 

BRACELET 75 EURO



ZEF: 

Bangle - 2 cm

Enamel trio, available in: 
Dark red

BANGLE 70 EURO

BANGLE:

Bangle - 2 cm

Plain, available in: 
Dark red

BANGLE 70 EURO



SWANN : 
Bangle - 2 cm

Exclusive enamel print, available 
in: Saffron yellow 

BANGLE 70 EUROS

SWANN : 
Cuff - 4 cm

 
Exclusive enamel print, available 

in: Saffron yellow

CUFF 95 EUROS



JOY:

Bracelet - 2 cm

Exclusive enamel print, available 
in: Night blue & Red velvet 

BRACELET 75 EURO



BOLLYSTUD: 

Bracelet - 2 cm

Textured enamel, available in: 
Black, White sand & Saffron yellow

BRACELET 75 EURO





SILVER COLLECTION

SILVER BANGLES: 

Bangle - 0,44 cm

Plain, available in: 
Black, Burgundy & White sand

BANGLE 35 EURO

SILVER JOY: 

Bangle - 2 cm

Exclusive enamel print, available 
in: Green Wolf 

THIN CUFF 70 EURO

SILVER BRACELET:

 Bracelet - 2 cm

Textured enamel, available in: 
Black

BRACELET 75 EURO





BANGLE : 

Bangle - 0,44 cm

Plain, available in: 
Powder pink, Light gold, Wolf 

green, White sand, Black, Saffron 
yellow & Night blue 

BANGLE 35 EURO



BOLLYSTUD: 

Bangle - 0,44 cm 
 

Textured enamel, available in: 
Dark red, White sand, Delft blue, 

Black & Saffron yellow.

BANGLE 45 EURO



BANGLE:

Bracelet with clasp - 0,5 cm 

Plain, available in: 
Red velvet, White sand, Dark red & 

Wolf green

BRACELET 55 EURO





BANGLE: 

Ring - 4 cm
 

Plain, available in: 
Blush pink, White sand, 

Saffron yellow, Black 
& Red velvet

RING 35 EURO



LUNE : 

Rings

Plain, available in: 
White sand, Burgundy & Black

RING 45 EURO



BANGLE : 
Earrings - Hoop

 
Plain, available in: 

Dark red, Light gold, White sand & 
Black

EARRINGS 50 EURO



CARE INSTRUCTION

Our mantra to keep your bracelets looking shiny and new, 
Keep them away from water, detergents and perfume.

Take care of it with Love.



 FOR PROFESSIONAL USE ONLY.

ANY REPRODUCTION, EVEN PAR-
TIAL, IS PROHIBITED WITHOUT 
PRIOR WRITTEN PERMISSION.



BANGLE UP

bangle up online
www.bangle-up.com

Available here (France) ... and abroad 
(Danmark, Dubai, USA, Italy, Switzerland, Japan ...)

SRP FROM 35 TO 109 EURO.
Collection imagery and portraits on request 

marketing@bangle-up.com

BANGLE-UP.COM

@BANGLEUPPARIS

#BANGLEUP


